Human body, senses, & health (4-5)
Word-family map

medical doctor
medical school
medical student
premedical student
medical exam
medical insurance
medicine ball
medicine cabinet
modern medicine
cough medicine

medical

premedical premedication

medicine
medication
medicinal
medically
medicinally
medicate
medicates
medicated
medicating
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Word-family map

operate
- operates
- operated
- operating

operating
- operating room
- operating system
- operating costs
- telephone operator

inoperative
- inoperable
- postoperative
- post-operation

operation
- operator
- operational
- operable
- operative
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- oxygen mask
- oxygen treatment
- iron oxide
- deoxygenated
- unoxigenated
- unoxidized
- oxide
- oxidation
- oxygenation
- oxidize
- oxygenate
- oxydative
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Developed

During the 1940s, the technology for computers was being **developed**. By the late 1950s, colleges, business, and laboratories were using large computers.

(A look at the world of video games)

wealthy with many industries - used to describe a country or civilization (adj)

In fact, many highly **developed** civilizations were already flourishing when Europeans arrived.

(Aztecs)

As China becomes a **developed** country, it should have higher standards, they argued.

(China dog-meat festival)

**developed**

designed and produced a new product (v)

She **developed** a bad temper so that when she didn’t get what she wanted, she flew into a rage.

(Hellen Keller)

grew, changed, or became stronger over time (v)

In the hot, dry deserts, camels have **developed** the ability to go for long periods without water.

(Africa: True Books: Continents)
Human body, senses, & health (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Laura was enjoying school. She knew all the pupils now, and she and Ida, Mary Power and Minnie, were becoming fast friends. (Laura was enjoying school)

With your brain thinking there is too much light, your pupils get smaller. (Laser)

The book contained lists of words used every day by American boys and girls. It also contained pictures and stories that helped pupils remember the words. (The spelling bee)

The black circles in the middle of the eyes (n)

Foxes see well at night. The pupils of their eyes, like cats’ eyes, close to narrow slits when light is bright. But in darkness, the pupils open wide and let in all available light. (A seldom-seen neighbor)